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About This Game

Use cursors and left ctrl key to fire

F1 = options

Q = quit game

Space = pause game

ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS

J = Joystick controls (limited support)

K = Keyboard controls

S = Scanlines on
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D = Disable scanlines

ESC = Return to Steam

ALT+Enter = Toggle Full screen

These settings are saved when you exit Galencia

50 Action Packed Levels
Asteroid Fields

Challenging Stages
Boss Battles

Ebb and Flow difficulty curve
Siren enemy with Tractor beam for Double Ship Action

Introduction, Launch and Completion sequences
6 Brand new SID tunes, unique to this project
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Galencia is a fast action shooter, just like the arcade classics of the 1980s! It has been an incredible success on the
Commodore 64 and has now been repackaged to play on your PC.

NEW FEATURES FOR THIS STEAM VERSION
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packaged to run without any configuration, click and play!

joystick and keyboard support

new introduction

tweaked gameplay and graphics

auto loading and saving of hi-scores

a completely separate 'Easter Egg' game, written by Roy 'Roysterini' Fielding

THE STORY SO FAR...

EARTH, 2017

We didn't listen to the warnings.
We decided to ignore the decline of our bee population,and now their guardians have arrived.

You must pilot the 1981 Galencia Fighter and restore order. Before its too late!

Long live the Commodore 64!

Galencia 'Steam edition' runs in the vice emulator
All source code and legal information can be found here:

http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/
http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/COPYING
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Title: Galencia
Genre: Action
Developer:
Jason Aldred
Publisher:
Jason Aldred
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core +

Memory: 1 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB +

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please make sure all your device drivers are up to date!

English
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lt;First review, pardon the dust>

This is an awesome idea. And, I'll continue to play it despite the limitations.

But there are some things that just fall short.

First the great things:

1. The art is thematic and very moody. The maps are the same,

2. The story is a revenge story: a oldy but a goody.

3. A lot of the systems for the game feel well thought out: having to fence goods and train thieves. Culprits being caught and
carted of to jail. Heat levels in different zones.

4. The *concept* of the heists are beautifully simple, the complexity is in the execution.

There are some large howevers.

1. First, it is a rogue-like. While I'm not traditionally against rogue-like games, the problem is that the game is not a procedurally
generated. The story mission are the same, time and again and so on your third or forth attempt, the playthrough can be a little
stale. A single fallback savepoint (every week, for example) would be enough to avoid this (and the points in subject 2 below.

2. Third or forth playthrough you say? After only 10 hours? Absolutely. There are a bunch of reasons that can fail you in this
game, and the frustrating thing is more or less, there's absolutely notihing to be done. My first playthrough I ran into a mission
where I needed two knife fighters. I could not recruit a second one for love or money. When I finally did, he was fairly unskilled
and perished in the attempt. Moments later my second skilled knife fighter fell to the same guard - failing the mission.

3. How did the knife-fighter die you ask? In combat of course, fighting a low-level guard while my second knife fighter stood
behind the guard doing nothing. Her knife was out, but she wouldn't engage the guard. After carefully maneuvering the guard
into a quiet area where he could be attacked from both sides, only to watch him methodically cut down my junior fighter and
then turn around and kill (capture) my guild leader.

4. The stealth mechanic is also a bit broken. The guards have no discernable pattern - making it impossible to "get the timing
just right". It's more a function of blind luck - which detracts from the overall experience. If all your careful gameplay can (and
routinely is) invalidated by a RNG because the guard randomly starts moving in the direction of your thief it can be quickly
demotivating.

5. The game runs just too fast. Although you can take crews of up to four thieves, in reality, you'll only ever be able to use one
or two at a time. if you have more than that in a building at once, it's likely that a randomly moving guard will stand near enough
to a motionless thief to start detecting them before you can really do anything about it. Then your choices are run (and be
spotted - quickly decreasing your stealth pool) or wait and hope that he moves on before you run out of stealth pool and captures
your thief. Both are "meh" choices - they feel passive, defeating the idea that you are actively able to change the fate of your
thieves.

6. Some niggling things - you can change the nickname of your thieves, but not their appearance. On one playthrough I ended up
with four thieves with the same portrait - two of them were knife fighters and accidentally sent the junior on heists a couple of
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times. Since the only parameter I can alter is the nickname their names were changed from Sharp and Boots (admitted awesome
streetnames) to SrKnife and JrKnife. As well, there are some thing that just are not documented anywhere: if you click on a
map, it bring up a menu to Heist or Stakeout - who knew? Not I until my second attempt - leaving me wondering if there is just
a bunch more stuff I just don't know about.

Ultimately, will I continue to play this game? Absolutely. Mostly because the idea is fantastic. Why someone hasn't (to my
knowledge) exploited this idea before I don't know. The developer has been active in patching - I'm hoping his frustration levels
will not max out before he's done.

I'm conditionally recommending: go in with your eyes open and you won't be disappointed.. A real joy to play!
Not long -or difficult- enough to get bored, beautiful music and eye for detail.
The drawings, funny sounds, story and the fact this game is for free show the love put into this project.
Perfect for a rainy afternoon!. It's one of the best shmups on steam right now. The scoring system is easy to understand and fun.
There are two ships you can play as, with each having different firing modes and extra weapons you can choose at the start of
each run, meaning there are many ways to play the game. The game has tutorials explaining the mechanics/scoring, as well as
video guides showing how to get all the secret "break" kills in the game (which you want to learn if you are going for a high
score/extra lives). The graphics are chunky, colorful sprites which are nice to look at, while the music is incredible and addictive
to listen to. You can even unlock different remixes for most areas in the game, so you can play through with a different
soundtrack if you want. There is a decent amount of unlockables and extra missions as well, so there's plenty of content and
value here for a shmup. The easiest mode (normal) is challenging but forgiving enough for newcomers while the higher
difficulties are insane and great for more hardcore players. Overall if you like vertical shooters this is right up there with the
greats like Ikaruga, Crimzon Clover, Mushihimesama 2 etc.. European History with Japanese characters, why not?. A very
detailled route with a good choice of motive power and rolling stock. Do you like 1990 Sierra Entertainment's Jones in the Fast
Lane? Stick to that.

While This Grand Life is clearly inspired by said game, the execution is absolutely awful. Everything from the UI, stat
management and graphics feels anarchic and rough around the edges. Even the core gameplay is lacking and a chore to play. It's
not fun and it's not ready for release.. my pp prety hard but would be harder if more tiby

:3 tank guys

(also mayb mor feet) >.<
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Panda Likes: I love the neon graphics, music and gameplay and to put it simply... this is a cool game to play with a group of
friends. I played a few 4-people races and it was super fun for a while especially since you can shoot disables at your friends to
slow them down, reverse the controls etc. inbetween trying not to get lost in the maze (especially with the longer tracks, just
make sure to find the direction of the flag arrow before the race starts) and parkouring the obstacles. The quality of the graphics
is awesome but I will warn those with laptops and lower-end PCs that this might lag for you as the game lagged slightly for me
with my i7 2.8GHz, GeForce GT 630 and 16GB RAM setup. It made it quite difficult to pass some of the moving obstacles as
they switch positions very fast in the race. Overall, its a really cool-looking, fun party game to play with friends.

Panda Dislikes: Unfortunately there isn't any leveling or reward system for playing the game, so I wouldn\\'t recommend this for
anyone going SOLO right now as the server doesn't seem to be very populated either. It was a little disappointing as I do think
this game is cool and all that but I think this is more of a one-off game, definitely not one to play often unless your friends are
up for it.

Panda Verdict: 3.5\/5 - I love the aesthetics, gameplay and idea but it seems to lack a few things that would make it a popular
game to play in the long run.. This huge adventure all ready to go. What could be easyer? click and reward them with parcels.
click play. thanks smite works. EDITED REVIEW, SEE BOTTOM

This game is really, really fun. There are still a few small issues that need to be worked out (mainly relating to the ability to use
the analog stick on 360 pads) -- but the developers have been VERY *prompt* AND *active* in the community, responding to
bug reports and having patches out within days at most. And, they've assured us that the next patch will address ALL of our
control issues!

The game itself is a pixel-art, tate, Japanese style shoot-em-up -- and it really has a lot of character and style. The ONLY
negative at all at present is the control issues, but I've found that using my arcade stick (and JoyToKey) has proved to be a
working temporary fix.

I really expect to see this one veer into "Positive" soon -- especially once the control fixes are patched! All in all, I've found it to
be a very fun, original, and aesthetically pleasing shoot-'em-up!

EDIT: revisiting this game years later and none of the control problems (in particular) were ever really fixed. game is not bad by
any means but I can't really recommend it as it seems to be abandoned and the control issues are pretty obnoxious.. Oculus
Touch controller are not working. I cannot move. I'm stuck in the main screen.. Excellent game! Very addictive and nerve-
racking fun!. Needs gamepad or even better, hotas controls, hard to play with HTC Vive touchpad. Graphics look amazing and
tons of potential.. Good game For those people who are looking to test if their uninstall button is working or not.. I love the
gameplay, that in itself gives it a thumbs up for me.
Although there are other glaring issues. Mainly the animation.
The animation is very stiff and a lot of the poses look awkward and strange, although this is one of the more glaring issues it is
also very fixable with a visual rework of some kind.
The way the menu works is kind of annoying and difficult to use, it'd probably be better to have a regular menu so people can
navigate it much easier.
The music isn't really an issue, although it'd be nice to have different tones of music as some of the encounters feel like they
could really use the more serious tone, even if it's just by map.
Character designs. While some of them are perfectly fine, like Percival and Edge, some designs seem really boring and
uninspired like #1 and the wind fists guy.
And the ai is a bit dumb, but I can't really fault for that since coding is hard.

The good thing is that all of these issues are fixable, and the actual gameplay is really fun. I enjoy the dialogue between the
characters and the variety of ways the dash can be used. I reccomend for gameplay and in hopes that the aspects above are
improved upon in the future.
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